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Resembling an equestrian stable, this 8,000 square foot pavilion is nestled 
within the Brushy Mountains at YMCA Camp Harrison. Serving as a central 
gathering venue for the camp, the program includes an open air shelter with 
covered recreational space, restrooms, storage rooms and a surrounding 
porch. To offer protection from the elements, custom rolling barn doors 
readily enclose the shelter. The sloped roof form opens to the playing fields 
and provides the proper height for half court basketball activity. Heavy timber 
was chosen as the primary construction medium to maintain the rustic camp 
vernacular.
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DESIGN HONOR AWARD
   Architect  C design Inc.
   Project   YMCA Pavilion at Camp Harrison
   Location  Boomer, NC

Embedded in a humble, yet highly fertile agricultural region, the new Anqiu 
Cultural Campus and Wellness Center in China’s Shandong Province will serve 
its citizens with an unprecedented collection of civic offerings including a 
performing arts center, cultural museum, citizen’s center, library and planning 
bureau and museum. Known as the “land of cultivation, stone hills and creeks,” 
the concept of the project is inspired by these 3 strong geographic elements.
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On Thursday, March 27, 2014 AIA Charlotte hosted the 2014 Design 
Awards Gala at the Mint Museum Uptown. Six projects, all designed 
by local firms, were announced as the 2014 Design Award Winners. 
There were two categories added to the awards in 2014: Residential 
and Landscape. This year’s jury included Rodolfo Machado, Intl. 
Assoc. AIA, Conrad Ello, AIA, LEED AP, Tim Love, AIA, LEED AP, 
and Douglas Reed, FASLA. 

DESIGN HONOR AWARD - UNBUILT
   Architect Little
   Project   Anqiu Cultural Campus
   Location  Anqiu, Shandong Province, China



The Putsch Group’s new 13,000 SF headquarters, “the Machine in the 
Field,” is designed to embody the client’s expertise in producing industrial 
machinery for North American sugar, filtration and separation, root 
vegetable processing, and glass industries. The addition creates a fresh 
identity for the company and provides new offices, conference rooms, and 
factory worker facilities.
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Far too much program for the site was the design challenge.  Being the last 
addition to the student union, the Director’s vision had to fit.  “Scattered 
about our campus are student services that students don’t even know about” 
explained the Director.  The design solution collected all the student services 
around an atrium that that sits on a major artery of campus circulation to 
encourage interaction.  From the small footprint the area of each floor grows 
ending in the large multi-purpose space cantilevered over the entrance.  The 
required campus-standard brick wraps the programmed areas like a thin 
candy shell.
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This seven acre urban space at Duke University Medical Center serves as the 
new heart of the Medical Center and as a 1/2 mile restorative pedestrian link 
between Duke’s Academic and Medical Campuses. Framed by the new Duke 
Medicine Pavilion, Cancer Center and Trent Semans Center, this project 
creates a major outdoor healthcare and campus space within this new medical 
center precinct. Integrative sustainable solutions created a synergy between 
the site and buildings. Bio-retention terraces treat roof run-off, terraced 
stormwater fountain/runnel system reducing the stormwater quantity leaving 
the site, and roof water is captured in a cistern for irrigation use. 
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The Pignetti Beach house project is a 2,400 square foot residence located in 
Holden Beach, NC.

The groudn floor contains outdoor decks, screened in areas, storage and 
outdoor shower. The main floor combines all the living, dining, sleeping and 
bathing areas.

The roof has a 600 square foot open terrace with built-in seating, plantings 
and areas for dining. 
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DESIGN MERIT AWARD
   Architect  Odell
   Project   Putsch Office
   Location  Fletcher, NC

LANDSCAPE MERIT AWARD
   Firm  Stewart
   Project   Duke University Medical Center Open Space
   Location  Durham, NC

RESIDENTIAL MERIT AWARD
   Architect  Perry Poole Architects
   Project   Pignetti Residence
   Location  Holden Beach, NC

DESIGN HONORABLE MENTION
   Architect  Perkins+Will
   Project   Plemmons Student Union Addition
   Location  Boone, NC



With a timeline of just 11 months from site selection to move-in, the team 
designed a regional headquarters that truly embodies the innovative and 
empowering company culture it houses. Notably, the expansive south 
facing canted metal and glazed curtain wall expression creates an iconic, 
branded landmark to the adjacent busy thoroughfare. The design drivers 
solved for bringing an approachable, human scale to an otherwise very 
large building.
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Located within the established Dilworth neighborhood of Charlotte, North 
Carolina, the zHouse is a modern interpretation of the traditional bungalow 
home and an answer to the question “Is it possible to build a modern, infill 
dwelling within a traditional fabric?” A study in “right-sized” square footage 
(2600 SF), energy efficiency, and sustainable construction, the zHouse 
relies on a simple palette of common construction materials that combine 
to showcase the zHouse as an exercise in contrast, texture & detail. Once 
completed this “new kid on the block” has been welcomed for its proportioned 
response to the context of a walkable community.
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This seven acre urban space at Duke University Medical Center serves as the 
new heart of the Medical Center and as a 1/2 mile restorative pedestrian link 
between Duke’s Academic and Medical Campuses. Framed by the new Duke 
Medicine Pavilion, Cancer Center and Trent Semans Center, this project 
creates a major outdoor healthcare and campus space within this new medical 
center precinct. Integrative sustainable solutions created a synergy between 
the site and buildings. Bio-retention terraces treat roof run-off, terraced 
stormwater fountain/runnel system reducing the stormwater quantity leaving 
the site, and roof water is captured in a cistern for irrigation use. 
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DESIGN PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
   Architect  Little
   Project   Connextions
   Location  Orlando, FL

LANDSCAPE PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
   Firm  Stewart
   Project   Duke University Medical Center Open Space
   Location  Durham, NC

RESIDENTIAL PEOPLE’S CHOICE
   Architect  Liquid Design
   Project   zHouse
   Location  Charlotte, NC

People’s Choice Awards 
The People’s Choice Awards for each category were also 
announced at the 2014 gala. Prior to the gala, AIA Charlotte 
members, allied members and the public were invited to vote 
online for their favorite projects. We received over 1,000 votes 
across the three categories. 



This award is presented to the candidate who best exemplifies 
the highest qualities of leadership and who has demonstrated 
an unparalleled commitment to AIA Charlotte, to the design and 
construction industry, to the community, and to other professional 
organizations.

Messer and Milliken’s outstanding annual sponsorship efforts 
have continued to support AIA Charlotte through contributions of 
financial, in-kind materials and volunteer resources.

Service Awards
AIA Charlotte presented the 2013 Service Awards at the Design 
Awards Gala on March 27, 2014. Nominations for these awards 
were accepted at the start of 2014, and a jury of AIA Charlotte 
Board members selected the winners. The Sponsor of the Year 
Award was chosen by the AIA Charlotte Board of Directors. 

2013 EMERGING PROFESSIONAL 
OF THE YEAR
Lucas A. Volkmar, AIA
Architect, Neighboring Concepts

2013 SPONSORS OF THE YEAR


